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Mission Statement

The YAWP Masthead

Our Mission. YAWP is a literary journal dedicated to cultivating the manifold voices of  a modern
generation. In this spirit, we seek to provide an open, free space for the unfettered expression of
emerging young writing.
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Year Of  The Other

Michael Igoe

There’ll be a final snow,
silence will seem easier.
You will gather four limbs
relieved of  the blank skies.
Not a chance is missed,
by a blinking marquee,
reflecting you and me,
as recent matinee idols
with a forlorn assurance.
But it's a pleasing sight,
junked autos in a series
serving as the witnesses
all caught up in yielding.
Another conversation
turns to reach outside.
Convincing those there
the cars were once full
with spies of  the Czars
and the noble assassins
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Pollux

Jude Raed

I scrape the static clinging to the walls of  my mindand form it into something I can gently
present, to you, right here.

the excess words ripped down from my speech by hands that are not my own, by hands that hold
no truth in them except that which makes me cower under letters swore to protect me behind

feather shields when my own mother tongue was too harsh for my ears to fall asleep to.
(leather hides vs euphoric comfort.)

my tongue split in half, a janus paradox for the blessed ignorant and a jigsaw puzzle for the
divided.

my mother taught me how to fatten up an F in cursive and string-tighten a Haa’ till it sings on the
line.

She held my hand holding a pencil and created life on the pages and created love in me.
The nights spent at the kitchen table going back and forth, back and forth,

back and forth
(the present tense lost between us as we create infinities with the shuffle of  some words, time became toolfor

similarities to make differences, a grok guide of the inevitably felt.)
two tongues gave me a cross-road for a mind, one where i could reach

her without explanation and the other ending in what i think would
better cleanse my palate of  any debris left from theevery-day confusion; that which i cannot convey

turns into a game of  which thought would
first prevail and which word will stay behind my eyelids for days to come.

the coin stops being one coin.
the sides cease to be reserved for the inherently lost.

(choices, choices, choices for anyone who could spell Luck in any way.)
egg-yolk Friday mornings found me under the blankets with a stranger's words on my lips and a

different heart at the end of  every week-
the nerve endings of  a kid’s school life fire upat the mere mention of  curiosity, the frayed linesof

freedom blur in between, there’s no place left for anything else except naivety.

I say words like comfort, tender reality and home and think: a young Kawn.
Yellow bursting with red veins and eaudenil encrusted tails-of-thought disguised as relief  in the

face of  expanse darkness.

the nourishment of  truth of  an infant idea born inthe seconds between a decision; the immediate
urge for creation becomes an absolute wish when pushed behind the locked doors of  originality.
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That's how life was.
back when improbable was a word I couldn’t spell and impossible was stigmatised for the status

quo.
I was only looking for clues.

Kawn: كون :arabic (n.) Universe, cosmos
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Trypophobia

Eli Dunham

*
tunnels crawl through bones
afraid of  the inside of  your insides
try not to throw up
be brave for the poem

*
look, spiders weave calcium
& collagen into a repulsive
web you will never escape
throw up the poem
inside your bones

*
dream of  punishment
feel the interior shatter
crush the poem, i
mean bones, tunnel
of  sticky dreams
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Invergordon Road

German Piedrahita

the streets with pretty names
where cars that barely run
drive up to five car garages
to help raise the young
care for the old
clean the house
and pet the dog

the children
of  the streets with pretty names
love their Dora La Exploradora
who is not from a street
with five car garages

love is given     free
from the maidens
of  the streets with pretty names

when the cars that barely run
finally stop
the maidens
of  the streets with pretty names

walk
buses don’t come
to the streets of  five car garages

children grow up
old maidens are replaced
by younger stronger maidens
with cars that barely run

the old maidens return home
at the final end of  shift
and tend to their homes
where sometimes
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they have pretty roses
in the front of  multi-colored houses

their rewards for time spent
in the streets with pretty names
with five car garages
are novelas, arthritis
and back pain

they drove the nicest
cars to the market
tasted fine foods
swept and mopped
among masterpieces

but the maidens
with cars that barely run
never return
for they are not
of  streets with pretty names
and five car garages
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Frozen with Fever

Riley Danvers

Crystals fall from branches
laden with robes of  ice,

shimmer in sunlight.
I should be happy here

among the trees and snow,
but instead I ache.

Instead I burn with
need for the love he will not give,

The man outside the car
Putting chains on the tires;

I ache for the love he withholds.
I need affection to feed

the communal parts of  us,
this bleeding marriage.

My mind is warm,
my body aflame,

the fever of  empty spaces
turns me frigid.

I want to leave the car
and merge with snow

and trees, cool my soul,
freeze the bruises on my spirit.

I need more from him than I
will ever receive
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and now
must write myself  into a

woman that will allow me
to leave.
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So you die someday and your soul soars to

Gale Acuff

Heaven but solely (ha ha) to be
judged and the body's left behind to dis
-appear into Nature from whence it came,
whence means where and is mostly spoken by
dead people but anyway into your
body God sticks your soul and then you're born
and maybe that's what sex is, don't quote me,
I'm only ten years old and it's funny
how many folks don't know where they came from
but usually have it figured out
about where they're going--to death--and whence
--I mean when--you're there in Heaven you're judged
by God Almighty and He decides though
you sort of  already decided for
yourself  whence you'll spend Eternity--where.
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Salvator Mundi

Wallace Barker

All the life of  the world
and how quickly it subsides.
The red-tailed hawk swooping
over the golf  course is completely gone

off  plastic cups of  tequila
with fresh-pressed lime juice.
Completely wasted and laughing
smiling too wide and dizzy

driving my cart hard over rough stones
angering the course attendant and
the grey sky so dark even in midday
twilight all day disoriented rain drops

begin to fall then stop all at once as if  unsure
or maybe just lacking necessary motivation.
I wrote a long email to my friend in Nebraska.
I had some kind of  thesis about the world

being composed of  posters and commenters.
My argument flagged before it could really
fall in sheets like the deluge paused on
a brink just beyond the horizon line.

A sponge violently wrung over the sink
all at once, then a damp gasp
settling into a cold afternoon.
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Station, A Goodbye to You

Shi Yang Su

We were both drunk in the middle of  pouring rain,
slipped across cold, humid rails, catlike,
tiptoed to reach the tilted train station.
over five miles, the steel monster licked in the mossy labyrinth
pale passengers floated clumsily under wet curtains
flashing lights squeezed like ugly spots under looming clouds.
I rubbed my eyes until moisture blurred the sight,
but the itch revived, digging deep on my eyelids,
deteriorating by the dropping of  astral water.
The universe rained on us.
raindrops cleared his hair, glittering as an amber dusk.
They also ruined my cotton dress:
it now nestled tightly on my thigh, rubbed the skin with
hard edges every second when I moved.
But I ran faster towards the naked, silver ticket counter.
shivering arms loosed and tightened
in the rhythm of  his bumping bag,
soles bled in violet-dark but not a rupture of  flesh
Satisfaction swept over me:
when his breath rose in warm sea breezes with mine,
exchanged, and exhaled under the same debris of  a cloudburst.
I became part of  him, the cochlea and his half  shadow
For once, I strove for a stop in this unstoppable.
but I just watched him speeding up,
faster, deft as a wet salmon, leaving a quiver upon my lip.
disappeared in the thick, dark night.
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Late Night Transfer

Christian Garduno

Your shoulders so bronze from the summer
make even Rodin so damn jealous
between will and right, alone in the night
between love of  life & the downright blues
freedom is the great Awakener
after that, there is no choice
either you are aware or beware
Love will always go for the jugular

Animal games we play from here on out
the melting + sighing of  human replication-
two mutes in the night, tumbling over the ribs of the country
after a while in the forest, the trees stand apart
& then there is no need to speak from the heart
just a stream of  non-thought & a meadow so free
almost suddenly, a creek way off  on the mossy side
we’ve become each other’s moment
scarcely breathing, hardly seeing
just your hot metal mouth
silent but not empty

Maybe some night you might think of  an old love
& you can’t sleep
nevermind, the moment has passed once again-
the sun has replaced the frozen moon
the North Star has gone into hiding again
what strangeness it is between awake & asleep
in those one thousand years between dreams
when a cup of  water seems to be the Oceans
& what I think is Awake is what you think is Asleep
We meet somewhere down the years, I think
in some sleepy silver dream--
& I wake up with your breath on me
it’s not such a day-dream crime
I’ve just left your window one last time
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it’s only your curtain sway-
the scent again of  you + me in the hay-
dream-memories only so cob-web thin
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BREATH

Courtney LeBlanc

When they tell you to stop talking about death
in your poems talk about breath instead, how

your father’s slowed, a shallow gulp every
20 or 30 seconds, so spaced out you started
holding your own breath in response, as if  the rise
and fall of  your chest would drag your father’s with it.

Think about how you breathe when you run,
as the miles stretch out before you and your legs settle
into a steady pace, the rhythm your breath mimics.
Remember the legend about your father racing
his friends at the dirt track. How he took off
his shoes and ran barefoot and kicked all their asses.

Dream of  Jason, whose lungs filled with fluid
from birth, how each breath was a battle.
How the pink lungs he was gifted only bought
him another two weeks. Two weeks of  tubes and clean
rooms and clutching his hand through latex gloves.

Think of  the breath-work you learned in yoga,
the ujjayi pranayama practice meant to mimic ocean
waves. Think of  the days you spent with him on thebeach,
the sand between your toes, the salt coating your skin
and curling your hair. How every time you watched
the ocean swallow the sun it was a small death –
of  that day, of  your time together, of  your heart.

Remember the last night, how you found your mother
asleep in the living room, your father silent on the bed
by the window. How his breath was the only sound
as the sun rose. Remember how it was quiet, the rattle
had faded, replaced by tiny sips of  air until even this
stopped. And then the only sound was the gulp
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of  your wail.
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People’s tragedy

Christ Keivom

“In my end is my beginning,” -T. S. Eliot 

Only the dead know what the living don’t.
If  you left this world what world would
You leave for? Tell me.
No one asks me, but the best reason
To write is that there’s no reason to live.
And words preserve us like anniversaries.
What is the name of  that water inside us
Which departs forever and forever returns
Where we put our hand
And experience eternity-
You are like me, you too owe, death
A life and when seeing you on the street
(and not in a bedroom)
Reminds me in the particular there’s the universal;
How we’re full of  nothing,
As the world is full of  people
And I would like to say something
To everyone I see: Live on.
As the death of  someone we love more than
Ourselves is lowered into the earth.
People’s tragedy. People’s tragedy.
The sun just before setting.
One last call at midnight.
A handful of  white tufts floating in the air.
The few cities in the world where it’s raining
As I write this. As you read this.
As I re-write this aloud and somewhere
Whatever is lost, it does not return.
People’s tragedy. People’s tragedy.
How I’m not sure if  I should tell you
What follows next is- something
No one saw it coming: it will
Be someone’s birthday when the world ends.
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Kidding

Hibah Shabkhez

If this is an equation, I am the X: you are the Y. In all the simultaneous solvings, it is the Y that dies
so that we may learn the true worth of the X. Then, then, only then, do we learn the value of the Y.
But here the chuckles of ‘kidding, kidding!; hound X out instead, with half-apologies as sponges for
its little missing things, voids, saignant by virtue of their absences. And if the sponge becomes too
bloated to mop up everything, if it begins to ooze, the floor answers its dripping with ‘you can’t take
a joke, you’re whining’, and other echoes of uttered words clattering like knives. So I rest my eyes on
the green of the grass and the green of the dollar, on the colour that asks for nothing, and for
everything. I force ‘I am drying some seaweed for lunch, but I will go on plasticking the ocean’ into
the ABCD tune, and remember how shipwrecked children draw shipless seas until they can draw no
more, until they become the waters, carrying the weight of the world’s drowned on their lurching
shoulders. Je suis personne et une personne. I write their lament in math-words, and cut open the
absurd. I am the variable always solved for first, except here, except now, except in this grotesque
pair of  equations. If  I am indeed the clown, you mustlaugh at, not with me. Remember?
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Whiff-Whaff

Lexi Inez

What I wouldn’t give for a working ‘n’ key. This garbage keyboard looks like it’s from ‘93,
filled with Cheeto crumbs from every sad sap who has ever wasted away in this cubicle. My wishes
are small now, I guess. Maybe if  I squeeze my brandedstress ball 3 times, a genie will emerge from
my boxed lunch and grant me the professional ping pong career I’ve always wanted. I know — ping
pong is only for drunk 20-somethings. But ever since I was 10 years old, failing at school and knee
deep in ADHD, this has been the thing I’m good at. The only thing I’m good at. So, I play every free
second I have. And now it’s Friday afternoon and I’m staring at my computer’s half  completed
spreadsheet — 2 hours away from my WICKEDSPIN TABLE 9000 PERFORMANCE PRO with
premium paddles.

“Levi, how are we doing over here?” my supervisor, Sonny, says as he pops around the
corner of  my cubicle. He’s 6 feet tall and his raggednails dig into the cloth walls, shaking the sides
with his indelicate grip.

This is how our conversation should have gone:
“I need you to stay late and enter data for the input metrics,” he says, taking a microfiber

cloth from his pocket and cleaning his glasses.
“Good one,” I say while I lean back in my chair and throw my stress ball from hand to hand.
He puts his glasses back on his face and blinks slowly, staring at my ease.
“I need you to do this. The Monday morning leadership meeting needs this data to inform

our decisions.”
“Sonny, I’m saying a hard no. There’s no way I’ll finish tonight. I’ll have to come in on

Saturday. And maybe Sunday.”
“I appreciate your dedication to your position.” He says, monotoned.
“But I work hard during the week. I’m the most productive member of  the team.”
“That’s why I picked you to complete this task.” he says, grabbing a stack of  papers from the

neighboring cubicle and moving them to my desk.
“This seems like a punishment.”
“This seems like an ‘other duties as assigned.’”
“But I have my.... niece's… uh, birthday party,” I say. Obviously, I don’t have a niece.
“Great motivation for you to work efficiently and finish early.”
“So, what is my incentive to take on this task?” I say, my frustration rising.
“You’ll keep your job.” He says, keeping his monotone while emphasizing each word.
“You could have given me this data earlier in the week, but you aren’t considerate enough to

do that. So consider this notification that I’m resigning.” I say, storming off  to the vending machines.
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This is how our conversation actually went:
He says, “I need you to stay late and enter data for the input metrics.” Of  course he does.

This sucks.
“Ok, I guess.”
“And be sure to avoid formulas as best you can,” he says, “hard-typing is your friend and we

don’t want the disaster that your formulas caused last time.”
“Ok.” No formulas, this will take even longer. I grab my squeeze ball and hold it with both

hands.
“Ok, good. I’m leaving early to go camping. See you Monday.” He turns around to leave.
“A good boss would stay and help,” I reply.
He can’t hear me. He’s already gone.

I’m too frustrated to leave my chair. Stress ball in one hand, I use the other to flick the
thumb tacks stuck on my wall. Stupid Sonny and his stupid metrics. Stupid work, stupid desk, stupid
job. Flick, flick, flick. I bounce the ball. Might as well waste time since I have to be here anyway. If  I
use my palm to bat the ball against the wall, this can be like ping pong. Bounce, bounce. See, the
weekend is saved.

Who am I kidding? It’s not even close. I catch the ball this time. Putting both my hands on it,
I squeeze and close my eyes. I’m dreaming of  pingpong. Of  passing the time with Mae. Just me, her,
and our paddles. I squeeze again. I’m envisioning cold drinks from the fridge, loud music, and the
steady knocking of  a ping pong ball in play. I squeezeone last time. I need to open my eyes and get
started. Opening my eyes slowly, the spreadsheet comes into soft focus. It’s clear. Then too clear.
The chain of  cells pulses brightly. My head hurts. In my hand I feel the weight of  the stress ball
disappearing. My sense of  sitting upright tilts. I’m leaning to the left. I can’t control it. I lean further
and further. Right before I fall out of  my chair, I start to spin. I’m spinning and moving forward.
The colors around me fade. I’m surrounded by bright white light. I feel like I’m falling. Bold lines
are following me on the way down. I see a rectangle at the bottom. It grows larger until I land with a
thud. Well, not a thud really. But a noise I recognize. I brush myself  off  and stand up to look around.
I’m in this… grid? Full of  white rectangles with blackoutlines. Each one touches the next and each
one looks exactly the same. Am I having a stroke? It feels like I’ve found my way to math incarnate.
I touch one of  the outlines. I can hold and drag it. It changes the dimensions of  the rectangle. In
front of  me, “C11” pops up in red text.

I pause. The drag to resize. The letter-number combination. The thud, that was an error
noise. I know where I am. I’m in a spreadsheet. It’s not possible. I must be having a stroke. That’s
the only way this makes sense. Please let someone see my body and dial 9-1-1. I know it’s Friday
afternoon and everyone’s already left. But please let someone have forgotten their keys and see me
when they come back to search for them.

That won’t happen. Shit, I’m gonna die. And my last memory will be of  me trapped inside a
spreadsheet. Great. I hear a noise behind me and turn around. In front of  me is a 2D purple
thumbtack with eyes. Now, instead of  a spreadsheet,my last memory will be of  a thumbtack. Not an
improvement.
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“Hi, I’m Tacky.” it says. “I can help you navigate your LivingSheet 3D. Would you like some
assistance today? If  so, say ‘yes’ then ‘search’.”

“Tacky, what is going on? Can you tell me where I am?” I move closer. I need some help.
But as I move, it moves. Always remaining at least 6 feet away.

“Hi, I’m Tacky. I can help you navigate your LivingSheet 3D. Would you like some
assistance—” it says with the same speed and intonation as before. A recorded greeting.

“Zero! Help! I want to speak to a representative. A human.”
“Hi, I’m Tacky—” it begins again. It doesn’t have a mouth, where is this voice coming from?
“FINE. ‘Yes’. ‘Search.’” Fucking shit, man.
“Here are some topics I can help with. Tutorial for beginners. Tips for better performance.

Problem solving common issues. Please select which topic best fits your needs, then say ‘search’.
Otherwise, say ‘other’ if  you’re needing help with something else.”

“‘Other.’ ‘Search.’” I want to flick the eyes off this thumbtack.
“In under 200 words, let me know how I can best help you. Once you say ‘search’, I will use

key words from your response to best direct you.”
“What fresh hell is this, Tacky? Is this inside my head? How do I get medical help? How do I

get out of  here?”
“I see you’re asking about ‘how to get help.’ I would suggest, ‘tutorial for beginners.’”
“This is an emergency, Tacky. I am in serious trouble and you’re not helping me. You’re a

fucking 2D thumbtack. But you’re my best and only hope, so I need you to step up. Get me help.”
“I see you’re asking about ‘how to get help.’ I would—”
“— Fine. ‘Tutorial for beginners.’ ‘Search.’”
“LivingSheet 3D is a program designed for personal, professional, and collaborative needs.

You can use LivingSheet 3D to enter data and perform financial, mathematical — ” By the time
Tacky finishes this introduction, I’m going to be dead. And no closer to finding out how to fix this.
FINE. Time for a new strategy. I crouch slightly and spring my body forward. I grunt, low and long,
as I run. If  I tackle Tacky, maybe I’ll get out ofhere. Or at least I’ll let the damn thing know how
annoying it is. I’ve never been particularly muscular, but I have speed on my side. I can make it
before Tacky moves.

I don’t make it before Tacky moves. I can’t knock the damn thing down. To add to this
failure, I haven’t thought through how I’m going to stop. I don’t have time for a slow descent. But I
do have time to throw myself  against the ground. Tumbling inside a cell hurts, but I have to remain
close enough to this thumbtack to try another tactic.

Picking myself  up, I shout. “1.31,” then jump to anearby cell, “3.89,” jumping again, “9.02.”
On each leapfrogged cell, I see the number appear. Now, it’s time to leapfrog in reverse. I bet I can
hold these decimal points. You know, the same way I held a line earlier when I resized a cell. Maybe
it’ll work, maybe it won’t. But I don’t plan on holding each collected point for long. As soon as I
have it in my hand, I’m gonna launch it at Tacky.

“LISTEN,” throw. “TO,” throw. “ME,” throw. “TACKY!”
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Each projectile hits its mark, but passes right through; missing its goal of  injuring this demon
from IT hell. Still, launching a nonsense decimal in this nonsense place from my nonsense hand
feels good. So why stop?

“6.54,” jump. “3.77,” jump. “2.18,” jump.
Launch, launch, launch.
It has its own rhythm to it. Each release from my hand lets me forget about my probable

stroke. I could do this until my body gives out.
The sound, the release, this thumbtack with a face holds my full attention. So I don’t see the

decimal points flying back in my direction. I do feel them smart my cheek as they whiz by, landing in
the original cell that I swiped them from.

So Tacky can’t be hit but I can. Cool. And now all the shit I threw is going to boomerang
back at me. Fantastic. I stand tall, on guard to dodge the incoming decimals.

They’re moving so quickly they don’t look like decimals. They look like streaks of  black
marker. With the end nearest me as the marker’s inky tip. Sometimes the streaks fly far enough away
from me that I don’t need to move. But most of  themare coming for me dead on.

I don’t see the next one coming for my shin. It bounces off  bone, lands nearby. I feel the
sting from where it hit. The kind of  pain that commandsyour full attention. Which I can’t help but
give.

Now I don’t notice the rest of  the streaks. Still coming. Pings on my chest. My thigh. My
knee. My neck. Ping. Ping. Ping.

That’s it — pings. Ping pong.
I give up standing tall, trying to narrow my body to be invisible. Nah, fuck that. I bend my

knees and plant my feet further apart.
“With a solid stance, you have a chance,” I tell myself. It’s the same thing I’ve been telling

myself  since I was 10.
Shoulders forward, weight on my toes. Hands straight as blades in front of  me. It’s ping pong

time. I pick a streak to my right and forehand it back to where it came from. This feels even better
than launching them in the first place. Wiping sweat from my brow, I backhand a streak on the left.

I always thought about playing a game like this. While being tiny. That’s what happens when
you’re 10 and discover ping pong and Honey I Shrunk the Kids around the same time. If  this is a
stroke. If  I’m dying — at least I can do this until I go. Much better than yelling at Tacky. I can play
one last ping pong match.

If  only Mae were here. That’s who I’d want in my real last match. To play against her. Each
of  us all in. We’d be pure competitive spirit. Sincewe’re the only ones who can challenge each other
anyway. Everyone else is just amateur hour.

I keep swatting left and right. Decimals flying. The rhythm gives me focus.
I focus on Mae. Her quick steps. Her wrist flicks. I want to see her so badly. But this is all

I’ve got, this game without Mae. I’ve already played my last game with her and I didn’t even know it.
My heart wasn’t in that one. We promised each other a rematch this weekend. I prepared — cleared
my schedule. Bought snacks. Made a playlist.
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“Now it’s all gone to shit,” I say, dropping my hands to my sides. Fingers heavy with how sad
it all is. I want one more game with her. That isn’t so much to ask.

My thoughts are interrupted when a decimal hits my elbow. I feel the skin welt and use my
other hand to apply pressure. I’d fallen out of  aproper stance. Why won’t these things stop coming
and let me have a minute? To grieve or think or feel or whatever is going on here? They need to quit.
Show some respect.

They keep coming. Of  course, they keep coming. I’mbeing an idiot. Yes, I’m hurt. Yes, I’m
wrapped up in my own pity party. But I’ve only got seconds left. I can’t lose stamina and I can’t roll
over. This game is what matters. I flick the oncoming decimal; my elbow is too sore to swing. Mae,
she’s what matters — focus. Flick. Playing with her — that’s all I care about. Flick. Each oncoming
decimal is getting larger. But they don’t matter. Flick. None of  this matters. Flick. Not Tacky, not
feeling tired, not my shit job. Flick, flick, flick.

“All of  them can go shove it,” I mutter to myself as I flick a giant one.
Then I see a truly massive decimal heading my way. It’s slower, dragging with the weight of

its size.
“I see you, you piece of  shit,” I know it can’t hearme and I don’t care. “Going all slow,

giving me time to stress. You think you’re intimidating me. That I’ll stay quiet. Think again, you
burnt meatball. I’ll tell you and I’ll tell my job whatever I damn well think.”

I take a deep breath and crouch. “With a solid stance, you have a chance.” The decimal is
close enough to me for me to see that it’s over six feet tall. Finally, it’s within shouting distance and
picking up speed.

“I’m not staying quiet. You all can go shove it!” I yell, swinging the back of  my right hand
into its side. The impact makes a noise loud enough to make me think I’ve broken my hand. Or my
elbow. But it works. I send the decimal away from me. I achieve my goal, to get it out of  my way. But
with chefs kiss perfection I see it head towards Tacky. Tacky, still staring at the cell I stood in when
we last spoke. Tacky, vacantly waiting for my next command. Tacky, small enough to fit inside the
juggernaut’s shadow. Now is blindsided by the force of  my volley. I hear a boom on impact. Tacky
shatters into a million pixels, littering the ground. The decimal’s mass attracts Tacky’s remnants like a
magnet, sucking them up to grow its size. Then, the other decimals, resting in their cell homes. The
mass sucks them up too. Continuing to grow. Then the grid lines out from around me. Then from
under me. As they slip out from below my feet, I fall over. Except I don’t land. I spin.

I’m spinning and moving forward. The colors around me brighten. I’m surrounded by a
laundry machine tumble. I feel like I’m falling. This must be death. All the signals in my brain firing
for one last time before it’s game over. The movement sharpens, becomes a lollipop swirl. It grows
brighter and clearer with me falling in the center. I hold my breath, ready for the end.

Everything is black. Perfectly, crisply black. I can still breathe, I didn’t expect that. I hear a
thud. Well, not a thud really. But a noise I recognize. A squish. A stress ball squish. That noise, it
opens my eyes. To see neon roller rink carpet?

Is this… heaven? This is what’s been waiting for me — a cosmic Skate Zone? No, that’s not
it. Okay, if  I give my eyes a second to adjust to the light, then the colors aren’t so bright. 

Wait… I know this carpet.
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It’s work carpet. Beige and grey blocks broken up by a circle of  red. My red stress ball. I’m
alive. Holy shit, I have to be alive. This can’t be an afterlife. No way I’m spending eternity in this
office. No way I’m spending another second in this office.

I mean, I’m alive so I need to pay rent and get healthcare and eat. I’ll come back to this
office Monday. But not on weekends. And not right now. And when I do, I’m going to let Levi know
exactly why the input metrics aren’t, well, input.

I stand up, making sure I’m steady on my feet. As I leave, I say to myself,
“Time for a game with Mae. Let’s see who wins.”
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A Casual Error

Russ Bickerstaff

I didn’t really know what was going on at the time. I was too lost in processing some data. I
was just doing my job. But then so were they. When they came in. They were really nice about it.
And you couldn’t really hear the gun fire all that well. They were really silenced. Rental car off  of a
few vans. It’s kind of  strange because they went throughso efficient didn’t really even necessarily
know anything about going wrong. And I was so deeply in sconce in my work and so completely lost
in my own office I didn’t even realize what was going on. That is, until after it happened.

They were people would come in. They were cleaning up the place. There was my supervisor
there on the ground. One spot it all over his face. Lifeless. And yes, I thought it was kind of
disturbing. But that didn’t mean that I wasn’t going to continue to get work done. The cleanup crew
was in their clean suits. They were making sure everything was completely scrubbed down. I just
went back to the work that I absolutely needed to do. I was operating on a deadline. And I couldn’t
afford to ask questions. I think it will be time for that later if  indeed there was a reason to ask
questions about it.

But then I guess at the end of  my day has been completedas much work as I was going to
complete, it occurred to me that I should probably check the rest of  the office. It was, after all really
quiet. Got up and I looked around and there was anybody there. Nobody at the copier. Nobody at
the printer. Nobody at reception. Everybody was gone. So totally one guy who is still vacuuming.
And it was the end of  my day and I usually send suit goodbye to somebody at the end of  the day.
Even I’m really busy days right and actually clocked out anyway, there was always the girl at
reception that I Harbor to secret crush on her either. Just this guy was vacuuming.

I was real nice about capping the guy on the shoulder. Explain to him that I didn’t know
what happened. He had no idea either. He just went around cleaning up offices. Then he like to be
the last person I will. Seems like a nice guy. He handed me a business card. It was a business card of
the people who were responsible for having killed everyone in my office. There was a phone number
and an address on it--a URL. And so I resolved to get things checked out the next day. I went home
and had dinner and watched TV little bit of  the book that I was reading and went to bed.

The next morning I got up and I showered and I did a little bit more reading and I head off
to work. They got into the office and of  course noone was there. No one except me and there was a
whole pile of  things that I had to do. But with noone having done anything for much of  the
previous day, my workload was a little bit heavier. So there was more to do. But there is a little bit of
leeway and wants to get it done. It kind of  did botherme that I was the only one in the office. The
girl in reception wasn’t there. Neither was anyone else. It was actually kind of  silent when I start to
listen. Concerned about it.

I made sure to call the number. But I was on hold for long enough to provide a call back
number that never came. I checked out the website. Messages but I’ve never gotten a response.
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Heard. Having all this work to do. Granted, it felt kind of  strange feeling like it everyone else was
slacking off  when in fact if  it wasn’t the case thenI should’ve been killed too. I mean, it would’ve
made perfect sense. I would’ve been exactly what they would’ve wanted. But they didn’t. I don’t
know if  I wasn’t marked for death or what. But Theydidn’t kill everyone else off  in the office sell it
only made sense that they really didn’t mean to kill me and I just didn’t see me in my office. A little
little bit left out. And I didn’t really want to get a hold of  me wanted to let them know that I was to
realize that the job haven’t been totally completed. And then there was a case that I could just keep
working at the office without anyone saying anything. I mean, it was getting very, very quiet at the
office. I figured that I was going to need to do something about it.

Are the hours past into days which cast into weeks. I tried calling a couple more times. I tried
emailing a couple more times. It really wasn’t a physical address for the organization efficiency
company or whatever it was they decided to kill us all off. Or maybe it was upper management. I
don’t know. Probably still responding to emails and questions from everybody else in the other
branches. I always forgot to mention the fact that everybody else in the office was dead really came
up. Not many of  the conversations I’ve had with anyoneelse at the company online. I picked up a
lot of  work and so I was really busy. But they gaveme a promotion. The head office. They were so
happy with all the work that I was doing. Kind of strange trying to explain to them that I was doing
so much more work because everyone else was dead.

They didn’t seem to really pay that much attention. I put in a few requests for further
information from upper management. I really haven’t had any response. I’m not sure what to do
about that either. I am the regional manager now. Because the entire region is headquartered out of
this office and I am the only one working at it. I guess I’m kind of  happy with that. But I keep
waiting to hear someone come in. I keep expecting at some point someone’s going to come in and
politely introduce themselves and just as to likely kill me. I suppose it’s only a matter of  time.
Somebody’s going to realize the error. But for now, I continue doing the work.
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Flash Forward

Emma Boggs

I’m young. 14 years old, growing into my body.
It’s spring, the sun finally warming up the ground after months of  frost. I’m dressed up

for the warmth: black high-waisted shorts, black and white crop top, with a black tank top to cover
my belly. Appropriate for a 14-year old girl.

I’m walking home from a small festival being held in my small town. I’m close to home,
about three minutes away. The festival was on main street, center of  town, five to six minute walk
from home.

My guard is down. I know this walk, I do this walk often. I’m safe here, in my small town
Midwestern home. The bogeyman is not going to get me.

I’m walking on the left-hand side of  the street, knowing soon I’ll need to cross over to
the right side.

My guard is down.
A white truck approaches, going the same direction as I am. Nothing unusual. Until I

notice the driver staring at me as he passes, and see the “Jesus loves you” written in duct tape on the
back of  his truck.

The hairs on the back of  my neck raise, my heartbeats faster. The truck reaches the end
of  the road and turns right. I tell myself  it’s fine,there’s no reason to be afraid.

I cross to the right-hand side of  the road and continueheading home.
My heart beat slows, I relax.
The same white truck reappears, now driving toward me.
My heart races and anxiety sets in. I’m young, but have good intuition. I know when

something is not right.
The man stops his truck next to me, smirking at me.
“Can I ask you a question?” he says.
You’re worrying over nothing, Emma, I try to convince myself. My Midwestern hospitality wins

out over my fear, and I ask what his question is.
“How old are you?” he says.
Wrong. This is wrong. Get out.
“Why?!” I snap.
His smirk turns mocking. “Just wondering.”
“Not old enough,” I say before walking away. The truck pulls away, putting distance between

us. I’m shaking, panting, on the verge of  tears as I walk as quickly as I can away from that man in his
white truck.

I reach the end of  the street, and see the largepatch of  grass behind my house. I break
into a sprint, running, running until I reach my back porch, bound up the steps and shove my key
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in the lock. The key won’t turn, and my hands are shaking too violently for me to get the door
unlocked.

I pound on the door with my fists, looking desperately at the street behind me, terrified
of  seeing that truck again, terrified he’ll see where I live.

My dad opens the door, and I fall inside bawling. I was tall and toned, but that man easily
could have overpowered me if  he wanted. I was lucky.

Flash forward.

I’m 17, a junior in high school, doing my final drive to get my driver’s license. The
instructor directs me where to go, and I stop at a red light. The instructor has his window down.
There’s a man at the bus stop right next to us. He’s yelling at me through the window; degrading,
insulting, vulgar things that shouldn’t be said to anyone, ever. Something among the lines of, “You
learning how to drive? Take this dick for a spin!”

I stare at the red light, silently begging it to turn green. I ignore that man, refuse to give
him any sense of  satisfaction.

Flash forward.

I’m 18, a senior in high school. I’m on senior trip in New York City. I’m already
overwhelmed with the sheer volume of  people, used to my cornfields and green seas of  soybeans.

I do my makeup and dress up, wearing a black cold shoulder shirt with golden bees
decorating it, black leggings, and sparkling golden strappy flats. The only skin visible is my shoulders.

I’m in Times Square with my best friend. A man nearby stares at us, repeatedly saying
“excuse me?”, more and more insistent each time. He’s a large, large man; I don’t want to insult him,
potentially causing a scene. I finally look over at him, giving him permission to say what it was on his
mind.

“Y’all both have beautiful eyes,” he says to me. I mutter a thank you and my friend and I
move on. He wasn’t dangerous, I was fine.

We go to get pizza. The middle-aged man behind the counter winks at me.
We go to check out.  Another man talks to me, commenting on my makeup, saying I look

cute, he’d photograph me. Every encounter made me think of  that man in his white truck. I did not
want the attention.

A day or two later, still in New York, I am dressed down. Hair in a braid, no makeup,
glasses on, dressed nicely, but comfortably. No skin showing but my arms. Not dressed in a revealing
way in any way, shape, or form.

My entire class of  2017 is crossing the street, looking like a row of  ducklings following
their momma.

A group of  men walks by. One of  them repeatedly yellsout, “That redhead is fucking
SEXY!”

I am the only redhead around.
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Flash forward.

I’m 19 years old, a sophomore in college. I’m walking to my 9 am class wearing leggings, a
hoodie, and moccasins, my usual go to for when I’m too exhausted to put any effort in my
appearance. My hair is undone, I have no makeup on.

The street I’m walking has no one else around except for one guy on his bike, on the other
side of  the street. He sees me and makes a beeline toward me.

Not this shit again, I think.
He reaches me and stops. “Do you go to Ball State?” he asks.
It’s 8:30 in the morning, I look exhausted, and I’m wearing a backpack. What the fuck do you think.
I glare and say yes and continue walking, not humoring him. I’m over this.
I’m reminded of  the man in the white truck and thinkabout how this street is always empty

other than the occasional car. Not somewhere I want to be by myself.
My friend picks me up after class and drives me home so I don’t have to be alone on that

street.

Flash forward.

I’m almost 21, finishing up my junior year in college. After years of  encounters with men I
don’t know, I’ve almost learned to be afraid of  men. I don’t want to be.

Clearly, I’m not going to have a heart attack being in the same room as a man I don’t know. I
do that every day at school and work. It’s fine. But it doesn’t take much for me to become
uncomfortable in a conversation, even if  it’s withone of  my male friends. Everything reminds me of
the day I thought I was going to be kidnapped at 14 years old. I see news stories of  women being
found murdered, the culprit a man that the victim rejected. I see women share their stories of  being
sexually assaulted and receiving no justice. I see women share their stories of  being stalked,
degraded, insulted. It may be easy to think that I’m overreacting to certain things, besides, isn’t being
told that you’re sexy a compliment?

Not when there are women who are being harmed for not returning the compliment.
Not when there are women being kidnapped and thrown into trafficking.
Not when there are women who are being drugged, then being victim blamed for not

watching their drink closely enough.
We should not have to live in fear of  our male counterparts.We should be able to walk

somewhere without being yelled at or approached. We should be able to live without fear. We should
be able to walk home without being stalked by a man in a white truck with the words “Jesus Loves
You” written on the back in duct tape.


